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Driving
More than two years in the making, this supersized backyard watershape pushed
designer/builder Kathy Marosz to the limits of her design skills, construction expertise and mental and physical stamina. Here, in her third and final article on
this extraordinary project, she reflects on what it took to make it all happen and
guides us through a pictorial celebration of the project’s numerous (and generally exquisite) finishing details.

It’s not often that a watershaper tackles a job that takes
more than two years of complete, full-time effort, but that’s
been the case for the project pictured here. For nearly two
and a half years, in fact, I devoted virtually all of my working life to this single backyard watershape environment, and
as I’ve mentioned in previous articles, there were times when
I wondered if I was crazy to get involved with a project of
this scope.
Indeed, to describe it simply as a “backyard watershape environment” is to fall miles short of conveying the complexity
of the systems covered in two previous WaterShapes articles
(“When Dreams Grow,”April 2008, page 34; and “Layering the
Experience,”July 2008, page 50): It was a monster project, and
there were times I thought the beast had me at a distinct disadvantage.
You know all about that, of course, if you’ve followed this sequence of articles, so I won’t belabor the point. Here, we’ll wrap
things up by letting the photographs tell most of the story – although I must say the images don’t quite capture the full extent
of a project that, to me, represents almost 30 months’ worth of
blood, sweat and tears.

Back to the Source
Let’s reset the scene, very briefly: The clients had a large backyard and wanted a place for their three children to play that
would also serve as a venue for parties accommodating more
than 100 guests at a time in luxurious splendor.
In meeting that need, our work included not only installation
of an unusually large spa and freeform pool, but also a flotilla of
every deluxe feature the clients or I could imagine, including a
vanishing edge; a long swim-up bar; a huge rock grotto; a beach
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entry/ play area with programmable foam and deck-level popup jets; deep-end beach entries; fiberoptic and LED lighting; fire
effects; programmable fan jets and laminar/leaper jets; waterfalls; artificial rockwork; natural stone decking; multi-colored
exposed-aggregate finishes; extensive, custom glass and ceramic tile; ledger stonework; and an equipment pad with 20 variable-speed pumps along with multiple ozone generators, gas
heaters, heat pumps, state-of-the-art control systems and more.
It bears mentioning that the project shown here isn’t quite
complete: Once we finished the watershape elements, we were
to move on to develop a number of landscape and hardscape
features and outbuildings. Unfortunately, the owner suspended work before all of these features were completed. We’re hoping to be back on site to complete our work sometime in the
year to come.
The watershapes, however, are fully up and running: Just
as the clients hoped, the water now serves as a venue for both
family fun and gala social events; just as I hoped, all the details we visualized and debated have come to fruition. Although
there might be a thing or three I’d alter if I could, for the most
part the details are even more beautiful than I had imagined.
Among the highlights are the fusion of custom shapes of jewel-like glass tile and hand-painted ceramic tile murals provided,respectively,by Lightstreams Glass Tile (Mountain View,Calif.)
and Craig Bragdy Design (Denbigh, Wales). Normally, the use
of either of their products alone would be a project’s defining design element,but in this case Lightstreams’David Knox and Craig
Bragdy’s Nick Powell collaborated to interweave both materials – with truly spectacular results.
Another highlight is the multi-colored exposed-aggregate
finish we designed in close collaboration with supplier Pebble
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Technology (Scottsdale, Ariz.) and plaster subcontractor
Gardner Pool Plastering (El Cajon, Calif.). Not only does this
material embrace all of the tile and stone details, but it does so
in five different colors of Pebble Tec and Pebble Sheen – one
of them a custom blend made just for this project.

Colorized Fun
The finish colors included the Tahoe Blue Pebble Tec we
used inside the grotto to complement the rustic feel of the
space as well as the Desert Gold Pebble Sheen placed all the
way to the pool floor on the walls where the faux rockwork
seems to penetrate the bond beam – thus making the rocks
appear to be the tips of massive submerged boulders.
Accommodating the client’s desire that the swim-up bar
and the pool’s shallow areas should look like white sand and
that the deep end should be a deep blue color, we developed
the custom color mentioned above to ease what would have
been an abrupt visual distraction at the break from shallow
to deep water. This transitional Pebble Sheen color was also
used on most of the walls in the swim-up bar and shallowend areas to provide a smooth transition from the aqua and
turquoise colors of the waterline’s glass tile and to conjure an
undulating, sand-dune effect where the walls meet the much
lighter floor.
Installing these different colors proved a real challenge:
Gardner’s crews would place a color in one area and then I
would step in and score the finish to create the exact contours
and patterns I wanted. They’d remove the material beyond
my score marks and then add the next color, creating crisp
lines where the colors changed. (Given the fact that these finishes had to stand up visually alongside the vivid tile details,
I also asked Gardner to add crushed seashells to the mix to
lend a subtle sparkle throughout.)
This sort of attention to detail was emblematic of everything
that happened with this project. From the excavation in the
rocky soil and the complex structural details of the shell to the
complex plumbing runs,extensive artificial rockwork and multiple programmable waterfeatures, everything was as custom
as custom could be, and it all required a level of teamwork and
creative problem-solving at levels I’ve never witnessed before.
To say that everything went smoothly would be an exaggeration. There were tense moments within the project team
and more than a few uncomfortable moments with the clients.
Through it all, however, everyone involved – including equipment suppliers, consultants, contractors and subcontractors – stepped up, stayed focused and did what they had to do
to see the process through to the finish.
As I look back on this project and its seemingly infinite list
of trials and tribulations, I’m extremely proud of what we all
accomplished together. The fact that the clients are happy with
it is certainly the most rewarding aspect of the work, but I’m
also grateful that I had the opportunity to stretch my capabilities to the absolute limit.
Right about now, of course, I could also use about six weeks
in Hawaii.
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The project is filled with wonderful, localized
details in glass tile, including these unusual
step markers (top), the risers on the stairs
leading to the spa (middle), the rolled edge
inside the spa (left) and the stools in the swimup bar (bottom).

There are just as many interesting features in ceramic tile, from murals of flying fish to
the elaborate beach entry in the shallow play area.
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The spa is a celebration
in stone and (mostly)
glass tile, with special
seating areas marked
by different-size tiles,
wonderfully luminous
edge banding and, on
the dam wall, a bamboo-like jungle of vertical glass ribbons.

Isolated by a removable acrylic panel, the
swim-up bar is its own
environment and
boasts amazing details
in stone and in both
glass and ceramic tile.
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Done up in meticulously finished artificial
rock, the large grotto invites swimmers inside with a brilliant fire effect and ample
seating – and there’s also a twisting passageway leading out the back of the pool
complex.

We used various colors of exposed-aggregate
finish to define different areas of the pool complex and offer ‘reflections’ of the natural and
artificial stonework that surrounds the pool.
It was painstaking work, but the overall visual effects add tremendous interest to the pool’s
interior contours and features.
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Of all the spectacular details in this project, some of the most visually arresting occur where the
realms of glass and ceramic tile overlap. In some spots, the glass adds a measure of sparkling
depth to images of rays and schooling fish; in others, there’s a synergy between the materials that
delights the eye and spurs the imagination.
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The larger-scale mosaics in textured ceramic
tile work with the plaster colorations to create
the impression that the watershape drops from
the shallows of a coral reef down to greater
depths where large marine mammals might
thrive.
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In considering all of the additional details seen here – the array of interactive fountain features, the slotted-limestone grating at the edge of the beach
entry and the vanishing edge and its water wall (not to mention the variety of plants that will, in time, surround and soften the rockwork’s hard edges)
– I like to think the watershape adds up to something that’s much more than the sum of its details. It’s not just a pool/spa complex: It’s a family’s paradise and an entertainer’s dream.

Key Players
As suggested in the accompanying text,
a huge number of individuals and companies made significant contributions to this
spectacular project. In the spirit of giving
credit where it’s more than due, here’s a list
of as many of them as I can recall:
A tip of the hat to Skip Phillips of Questar
Pools (Escondido, Calif.) for developing the
original design; to the clients, who let me
run with the original concept and allowed
it to grow into something spectacular; to
Steve Sebo of All Water Tek (San Diego, Calif.)
for collaborating with me on the complex
hydraulic design and to his crews (especially foreman Paul Reed) for patiently handling
the installation; to David Knox of Lightstreams

Glass Tile (Mountain View, Calif.) and Nick
Powell of Craig Bragdy Design (Denbigh,
Wales) for their amazing collaboration on the
tile work; to David Peterson of Watershape
Consulting (Carlsbad, Calif.) for his work on
designing the equipment set and surge tank;
and to the crew of Gardner Pool Plastering
(El Cajon, Calif.) for their masterful work in
installing the finish.
Gratitude as well goes to equipment suppliers, including Pentair Water Pool & Spa
(Sanford, N.C.) for pumps, lighting and control equipment; AquaCal (Port Charlotte, Fla.)
for heat pumps; Clearwater Tech (San Luis
Obispo, Calif.) for ozone generators; Chemtrol
(Santa Barbara, Calif.) for chemical-automa-
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tion systems; Signet Brand (El Monte, Calif.)
for flow meters; Crystal Fountains (Toronto)
for various fountain effects; Pebble Technology
(Scottsdale, Ariz.) for exposed-aggregate finishes; Harris Brothers (Monterey, Calif.) for the
limestone grating in the play area; Automated
Fire & Water Effects (Las Vegas, Nev.) for fire
features; Custom Cascade (Temecula, Calif.)
for waterfall fixtures; AquaStar (San Diego,
Calif.) for various fittings; Nexxus Lighting
(Orlando, Fla.) for fiberoptic lighting; and
Lubell Labs (Columbus, Ohio) for underwater speakers.
Congratulations (and thanks) to one and
all for a job superbly done.

– K.M.

